
 
8/20/2013           Magnetawan Watershed Land Trust  

Old Man's Creek Reserve Monitoring Form 
 
DATE:      TIME: 
 
RECORDED BY:       CONTACT #: 
 
WEATHER 
TEMPERATURE: 

 
% CLOUD COVER   � 75%-100% mostly cloudy or overcast; � 50%-75% Sunny periods; 
� 25%-50% Mostly Sunny with some clouds; � 0%-25% Clear 
 
PRECIPITATION   � None; � Light intermittent Rain; � Steady Rain; �  Heavy Rain; � Light Snow;  
� Heavy Snow; �  Hail;  � Other __________ We strongly recommend not monitoring within 30 of 
thunder or lightening. 
 
WIND SPEED � 0 km/h Calm; � 1 to 20 km/h light to gentle breeze; � 20 to 38 km/h small trees sway; �  29 
to 38 km/h weak branch can snap off trees proceed with caution � Over 39 km/h We strongly recommend 
not monitoring the forest trails in winds over 39 km/h. 
 

CHECK ALL AREAS VISITED 
Access Points 
� A1 - Ahmic Lake road access 
point south of creek leading to 
falls 
� A2 - First Ahmic Lake road 
access point north of bridge 
� A3 - Trail access from Old 
Man's Creek 
 

Trails 
� T1 - Trail south of creek to 
first waterfalls 
� T2 - First trail north of creek to 
waterfalls 
� T3 - Trail north of creek 
through property to river access 
 

Perimeter Points of concern 
� P1 - Cut line between lot 3 
and OMC 
� P 2 - Cut line between Lot 3 and 
Lot 2 
� P 3 - Old Logging staging area 
N/West of Creek 

 
MONITORING RESULTS 
Signs of non-compliance observed (please give ID, or GPS coordinate, or mark on map, or detailed 
written description of location) 

� Motorized vehicles 
� Hunting 
� Camping 
� Fire Pit 
� Off trail use 
� Dumping  
 

CONDITION OF RESERVE, (please give ID, or GPS coordinate, or mark on map, or detailed written 
description of location) 
 

� Sign down/ not visible (provide location details below and any action taken/ required) 
� Tree down across path  
� Path wet or showing signs of erosion  
� Any threats to the forest due to natural causes, i.e. beaver chews, heavy browsing by 
deer, tree damage by drought or insect infestation 
� Wildlife sightings (provide details below on species, numbers, activity) 
� Other (provide details)       

 
 
 


